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Welcome to NALC Branch 294

We are your union, a proud union, a union rich in 
tradition. We work diligently to protect your rights and 
benefits.

Delivering mail since 1775, Letter Carriers are regarded 
as the most trustworthy federal employees.

Knowledge is Power!

Branch 294 has put together this booklet, to help you 
gain a better understanding of  your rights, benefits and 
history of our great union.
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Founded in 1889, the NALC (National Association of Letter Carriers) boasts 125 
years of rich tradition. Throughout the nation, against many obstacles, the NALC 
grew in strength and numbers due to the persistence and leadership of our union’s 
Presidents and the dedication and commitment and loyalty of our city carriers.
 
One of the first issues the newly formed NALC faced was the controversial 
eight-hour workday, which remains an issue even today. Since 1888, the Post 
Office Department still resents the passage of the Eight-Hour Work Law for letter 
carriers, and from the onset openly ignored it for several months. With its feet 
barely on the ground, the NALC responded swiftly and forcefully by suing the 
Federal Government. They won the case in 1893 when the Supreme Court awarded 
letter carriers a total of $3.5 million, settling thousands of overtime claims against 
the Post Office Department. The NALC still stands strong, a unified, national 
organization ready to battle for improved salaries, better working conditions and 
greater job security for letter carriers and their families.
 
In more recent years, letter carriers faced rising inflation with meager and stagnant 
wages that made it impossible for our members to support their families. The 
sporadic raises they received never seemed to amount to much, particularly in 
high-cost of living urban areas. Many carriers had to work second and third jobs 
to make ends meet. Some applied for food stamps, others for welfare. Our only 
recourse against this substandard pay, lack of benefits and deplorable working 
conditions was to go to Congress and collectively beg for higher wages and better 
treatment, which was ignored and unsuccessful.
 
In 1968, a Presidential commission had concluded that postal workers deserved 
the same collective bargaining rights that private-sector workers enjoy under 
the National Labor Relations Act. Even though Congress failed to act on the 
commission’s recommendation, two years later, postal workers were still 
optimistic that sizable pay raises were forthcoming. In early March 1970, a full-
time letter carrier was paid approximately $6,200 to start, and workers with 21 
years of service reached top pay of an average of $8,440/year, which was barely 
enough to make ends meet. Many full-time postal workers qualified for food 
stamps. On March 12, 1970, Congress finally acted: it gave itself a whopping 
41% pay raise and offered postal workers only a 5.4% raise.
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Letter carriers throughout the country were outraged. On March 17, 1970, the 
letter carriers of New York City’s Branch 36 met and voted to strike. Word spread 
quickly and by the next day, there were more workers picketing not only in New 
York, but also in the surrounding states. And then the wildfire swept the nation. In 
communities large and small, from coast to coast, letter carriers and postal clerks 
walked off their jobs, joined the union’s picket line and dug in for the duration. 
By March 23rd, the strikers numbered over 200,000 strong. On March 25th, letter 
carriers agreed to end the strike and return to work. By April 2nd, the NALC and 
its members had achieved an agreement that included a 14% pay raise, the right 
to collectively bargain over wages, hours and working conditions with binding 
arbitration and a reduction of time it takes to reach top pay grade from 21 years 
to 8 years.
 
On August 12, 1970, Postal reorganization became a reality with a new law that 
created the U. S. Postal Service. Without the Union and their courage to strike, 
without the sacrifices, involvement and tenacity of its members, the newly formed 
U.S. Postal Service would have never happened. The collective will of the NALC 
and its members had altered the course of history. Later, in the 2006 contract 
negotiations, the NALC and the USPS came to an agreement to replace the 
unrepresented and unorganized supplemental workforce called “Casuals” with 
‘Transitional Employees’’, also known as TEs. These TEs had certain rights that 
the past supplemental workforce never had.
 
Finally, on January 10, 2013, Arbitrator Shayam Das made a final and binding 
decision regarding the next contract negotiations. The TE category was eliminated 
and the PTF (Part-Time-Flexibles) were phased out. The Arbitrator replaced them 
with a new class of employee, the CCA, City Carrier Assistants, with rights and 
benefits that the previous supplemental work forces never had.
 
The long struggle of letter carriers for dignity and justice had taken a huge step 
forward. And yet, the struggle never ends for justice, equality and dignity because 
that is what the NALC is there for: to represent its members so they can achieve 
the best they can be and never have to worry about what their brothers and sisters 
fought so hard for in the past, so the future would be brighter for all that followed 
in their footsteps.
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Due to continual developments and changes within the Postal 
Service, we "strongly" encourage you to visit NALC's National 
Website at nalc.org. The wealth of information will help keep you 
updated to all the latest USPS happenings.
 
In Flushing, Branch 294 also has its own website that we recommend 
for all updates and latest information. nalc294.com

Knowledge is Power!

UNION mEETINgs:

The Knights of Columbus
35-79 160th Street

Flushing, NY 11358
The second Wednesday

of every month at 6:00 PM.
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Flushing  stations Address        Telephone

Station ‘A’ ....................... 40-03 164 St. ....................718-321-7524/718-321-8078

Bayside ............................ 41-29  216th St. ................718-279-4862/718-229-8578

Collections ...................... 142-02  20th  Ave .............718-321-5585/718-321-5586

College Point....................120-07 15 Ave...................718-321-3271/718-359-8691

Corona/ Elmhurst ............ 59-01 Junction Blvd. ........718-271-2578/718-271-3926 

East Elmhurst .................. 91-07  25th Ave ................718-899-8665/718-803-8968     

Forest Hills ...................... 106-28 Queens Blvd. ........718-544-6873/718-263-3165   

Fresh Meadows ............... 192-20 Horace Harding ....718-454-9758/718-454-8693

Jackson Heights .............. 78-02 37th Ave .................718-803-8461/718-478-9671

Kew Garden Hills ........... 75-23 Main St. ..................718-544-4310/718-544-6837

MPO/Linden Hill ............ 41-65  Main St. .................718-321-6803/718-321-6893

Maspeth ........................... 55-02 69th St. ...................718-457-5593/718-457-5623

Middle Village................. 71-35 Metropolitan Ave ....718-894-7549/718-326-8754

Oakland Gardens ............. 61-43 Springfield Blvd. ....718-224-6491/718-229-1614

Rego Park ........................ 89-12 Eliot Ave .................718-426-4835/718-457-5589

Ridgewood ...................... 60-60 Myrtle Ave ..............718-497-2311/718-418-1193

Whitestone ...................... 14-44 150th St. .................718-357-3527/718-767-9245

Woodside ......................... 39-25 61st St. ....................718-803-1989/718-803-8529
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M-01833

March 6, 2014 

Questions and Answers 

2011 USPS/NALC National Agreement 

The attached jointly-developed document provides the mutual understanding of 

the national parties on issues related to the 2011 USPS/NALC National Agreement. 

It is separated in two sections: the first concerning city carrier assistants (CCAs) 

and the second section addresses other contractual provisions. This document 

fully replaces the May 22, 2013, Questions and Answers, 2011 USPS/NALC 

National Agreement. New questions and responses are identified by underscoring. 

This document may be updated if agreement is reached on additional matters 

concerning the new collective bargaining agreement. 

Lew Drass 

Director of City Delivery 

National Association of 

Letter Carriers, AFL-CIO

Alan S. Moore 

Manager, Labor Relations 

Policy and Programs 

U.S. Postal Service 
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maximum Daily Work Hours

The Employee and Labor Relations Manual (ELM), incorporated into our National 
Agreement via Article 19, specifically addresses the maximum daily hours which 
CCAs can be required to work. Section 432.32 of the ELM states:

Except as designated in labor agreements for bargaining unit employees  
or in emergency situations as determined by the postmaster general (or 
designee), employees may not be required to work more than 12 hours in 1 
service day. In addition, the total hours of daily service, including scheduled 
work hours, overtime, and mealtime, may not be extended over a period 
longer than 12 consecutive hours. Postmasters and exempt employees are 
excluded from these provisions.

This is further clarified and agreed to in question number 21 of the national parties 
joint Questions and Answers 2011 USPS/ NALC National Agreement, dated 
March 6, 2014 (M-01833), which reads :

21. Is there a limit on the number of hours CCAs may be scheduled on a 
workday?

Yes, CCAs are covered by Section 432.32 of the Employee and Labor Relations 
Manual, which states:

Except as designated in labor agreements for bargaining unit employees 
or in emergency situations as determined by the postmaster general (or 
designee), employees may not be required to work more than 12 hours in 1 
service day. In addition, the total hours of daily service, including scheduled 
workhours, overtime, and mealtime, may not be extended over a period 
longer than 12 consecutive hours. Postmasters and exempt employees are 
excluded from these provisions.

There are no exceptions negotiated into our National Agreement allowing the 
Postal Service to work CCA employees beyond the daily work limits stated 
above. This means that CCAs cannot be required, or allowed (volunteer), to work 
longer than a period which extends past 12 consecutive hours including lunch and 
breaks. For example, if CCA reports to work at 6AM, then he or she must end 
their tour by 6PM. If this is being violated, promptly inform your shop steward or 
NALC branch officer.
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Leave

CCAs  earn annual leave only, they do not earn sick leave. Below is a chart to 
illustrate how their annual leave is earned.

* CCAs earn annual leave based on the number of hours in which they are in a pay 
status in each pay period.

* Annual leave accrues and is credited in whole hours at the end of each biweekly 
pay period.

* A separating CCA may receive a lump-sum payment for accumulated annual 
leave.

Note: A CCA whose separation is effective before the last Friday of a pay period 
does not receive credit or terminal leave payment for the leave that would have 
accrued during that pay period.

 How To  Request Leave

1) Fill out form 3971 (Request for, or Notification of Absence) in duplicate.

2) The supervisor is responsible for approving or disapproving your request by 
signing the Form 3971, and you are to receive a copy. If the supervisor does not 
approve your request, the disapproved block on the Form 3971 will be checked 
and the reasons given in writing on the 3971.

Note: To request unscheduled absences, you must call 1-877-477-3273, if you are 
unable to get through, call your station. Upon return to work fill out a PS Form 
3971.
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Bereavement Leave

Bereavement Leave gives employees the right to use a total of up to three 
workdays of annual leave, sick leave or leave without pay, to make the necessary 
arrangements or attend the funeral of a family member. 

Note: As a CCA you do not earn sick leave, so you may only use your annual 
leave or leave without pay for bereavement purposes.

Family member

a)  Son or Daughter - a biological or adopted child, stepchild, daughter-in-law or 
son-in-law

b)  Spouse

c)  Parent, or

d)  Sibling - brother, sister, brother-in-law or sister-in-law, or

e)  Grandparent

Documentation evidencing the death of the employee’s family member is required 
only when the supervisor deems documentation desirable for the protection of the 
interest of the Postal Service.

Note: As clarification, in- laws covered by the Memorandum of Understanding, 
Re: Bereavement Leave include the spouse of a child (weather biological, adopted, 
or stepchild). The memorandum also applies to the parents and siblings of the 
employee’s spouse (weather biological or adoptive)
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Weingarten Rights

If you are called to a meeting with your supervisor, or any manager, postal 
inspectors, or an Office of Inspector General (OIG) agent, read the following 
statement to the person you are meeting with before the meeting starts:

“If this discussion could in any way lead to my being disciplined or terminated, 
or affect my personal working conditions, I respectfully request that my union 
representative, officer, or shop steward be present at this meeting. Without my 
Union representation present, I respectfully choose not to answer any questions 
or participate in this discussion.”

Weingarten rights guarantee an employee the right to Union representation during 
an investigatory interview. These rights, were established by the Supreme Court, 
in 1975, but must be claimed by the employee. The supervisor/manager has no 
obligation to inform an employee that they are entitled to Union representation. 
You must ask for representation. If you do not ask for a shop steward, you have 
given up your right to have union representation present. 

NOTE: You should never, under any circumstances, participate in an 
investigative interview (PDI - Pre-Disciplinary Interview) without a shop 
steward present.

What is an Investigatory Interview?

An investigatory interview is one in which a Supervisor/Manager questions an 
employee to obtain information which could be used as a basis for discipline or 
asks an employee to defend his/her conduct. If an employee has a reasonable 
belief that discipline or discharge may result from what they say, the employee 
has the right to request Union representation.
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Article 16 - Discipline Procedure

CCAs may be disciplined or removed within the term of their appointment for 
“Just Cause”. (Just cause is a special term used to identify the requirement Postal 
management mUsT meet to justify imposing discipline on an employee in the 
workplace. It is the single most powerful employee protection against job loss 
due to discipline.)

CCAs who have completed 90 work days, or have been employed for 120 calendar 
days (whichever comes first), will have access to the grievance arbitration 
procedure.

For CCAs who have not completed the 90/120 day requirement, it is "extremely" 
important that you come to work, and dot your I's and cross your T’s. Even though 
the union will represent and fight for you on daily issues, you still do not have the 
protection of the grievance procedure.

If you have previously satisfied the 90/120 day requirement either as a CCA or TE 
appointed after Sept. 29, 2007, you will have access to the grievance procedure. 
Furthermore, under any such grievance, the concept of progressive discipline will 
not apply. Discipline should be corrective in nature.

In cases of Removal for Cause within the term of an appointment, CCAs shall be 
entitled to advance written notice of the charges against them in accordance with 
the provisions of Article 16 of the National Agreement.

Note: For more information on the Discipline Procedure, refer to nalc.org and 
go to 2011-2016 National Agreement, Article 16. Also you may go to page 20 of 
the Das Award.
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Uniforms and Work Clothes

Article 26

section 3- City Carrier Assistant

When the CCA has completed ninety (90) work days, or has been employed 120 
calender days, whichever comes first, the CCA will be provided with an annual 
uniform allowance equal to the amount provided to career employees in Section 
2.A. Time served as a Transitional Employee will count toward the 90/120 day 
requirement. The uniform purchases are reimbursed by the Postal Service directly 
to the vendor. Uniforms will be returned by CCAs separated and not reappointed.

section 2 - Annual Allowance

The annual allowance for eligible employees in the reimbursable uniform program 
shall be as follows:

Effective November 21, 2013 the annual allowance for all eligible employees 
shall be increased from $390.00 per annum to $399.00 per annum. The increase 
shall become effective on the employee’s anniversary date.

Effective November 21,2014 the annual allowance for all eligible employees shall 
be increased from $399.00 per annum to $409.00 per annum. The increase shall 
become effective on the employee’s anniversary date.

Effective November 21, 2015 the annual allowance for all eligible employees 
shall be increased from $409.00 per annum to $420.00 per annum. The increase 
shall become effective on the employee’s anniversary date.

* For more information on the procedures, instructions from the USPS to 
Authorized Uniform Vendors, you may refer to http://nalc.org on the lower left of 
the page under CCA Annual Uniform Allowance click on M-01822. To get more 
information Online and Mailorder Uniform Allowance Purchases call Purchasing 
Shared Services (PSSC) at 877-293-2410, or email uniformprogram@usps.gov or 
call the uniform hotline at 202-268-8391

For those of you, who may not be eligible yet for their uniform allowance, Branch 
294 has uniforms that were donated by your brothers and sisters. The uniforms are 
in excellent condition, with some being brand new. Feel free to contact Branch 294 
at 718-264-8494 or 718-264-8495 to come by and pick some up. We are located 
at 61-34 188th Street, Suite 209 Fresh Meadows, New York 11365 (right off the 
eastbound service road of the LIE) across the street from  Kohl’s department store.
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Pay Rates
 
Overtime Work- Regular Overtime

CCAs are paid time and a half for all work over 8 hours in a service day. Also, 
for any hours over 40, in a service week, you will be paid time and a half.

Penalty Overtime

CCAs will be paid double time for all work over 10 hours in a service day. Also, 
for any hours over 56, in a service week, you will be paid double time.

Night Differential

CCAs may have to work before 6:00 AM and/or after 6:00 PM during a service 
day. You will be compensated an additional amount for the time you worked be-
fore 6:00 AM or the time you worked after 6:00 PM. The rates are listed below.

 CCA Grade BB AA

  1 1.16 1.16
 2 1.23 1.23
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Check Your Pay stub After Five (5) Day Break

If you recently returned from your five-day break appointments, check your pay 
stub to  be certain you are being paid correctly. There have been instances where 
the CCAs hourly rate was incorrectly reduced. Pursuant to the Jan. 10, 2013 
Shyam Das arbitration award, CCAs who were on the rolls as TE’s as of January 
10, 2013 shall be paid at step AA of Table 2, which is the higher hourly rate of 
the two steps for CCAs. Below are both the current hourly rates and the new 
ones effective Nov. 14, 2015.
 
 

Also, check the new re-appointment letter you receive in the mail from Shared 
Services, PS Form 50, Notice of Personnel Action, item 62, “Base Salary” to be 
sure your hourly rate is correct. If you are being paid incorrectly, see your shop 
steward or call the union office, 718-264-8494.

$16.06

$16.39

$17.40

$17.74
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Opting & Hold-Downs

These two terms, opting and hold-downs, mean the very same thing, so please do 
not be confused. CCAs under Article 41 have the right to “opt” on a temporarily 
vacant full-time assignments. If you are a new CCA (no former experience as a 
career city letter carrier or city carrier transitional employee) you will have to wait 
60 calendar days from the date of appointment as a CCA, to be eligible to “opt” 
on an assignment. Usually an assignment is temporarily vacant for 5 days or more 
for the following reasons (the regular letter carrier is on vacation, or out sick, on 
jury duty, on a detail etc.) When these temporary vacancy’s occur they are usually 
posted by the time clock and the union bulletin board. You could also ask your 
shop steward about any hold-downs being available. To exercise your right to 
opt/hold-down that temporary vacancy, submit a written request to management, 
and give a copy to your shop steward, and keep a copy for yourself. If no eligible 
career letter carrier has requested to work the assignment, the opt/hold-down will 
be awarded to the CCA with the highest relative standing.
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Opting / Hold-Down Form for Temporary Assignment

Station / Post Office:

Bidder / Name (Job Classification - Unassigned Regulars, CCA, Etc.) 

Seniority Date:

Number of Vacant Route Preferred:

Number of Vacant Route Preferred (2nd Choice):

Beginning Date:   Ending Date (or indefinite):

Date This Bid Submitted:

This bid is submitted in compliance with Article 41, Section 2.B.3.4 and 5. of 
the National Agreement

SIGNED (By Carrier):

Received by Manager / Supervisor (Initial):
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Relative standing

CCAs are credited with time referred to as Relative Standing. Similar to Seniority, 
Relative Standing is determined by the original date you were hired in an 
installation. There were many of you who served as Transitional Employees (TE’s) 
prior to being hired as a CCA. All the time you served as a TE after September 29, 
2007 is added to your Relative Standing

When CCAs are converted to full-time status within an installation: The CCA 
with the most / highest Relative Standing within an installation is the first one to 
be converted to Full-Time Career Status.

Also for opting / hold-downs, the assignment will be awarded to the eligible CCA 
with the highest Relative Standing.

Another situation where Relative Standing is critical is when the Postal Service 
decides not to reappoint a CCA for operational reasons. In this case, the CCA 
with the least / lowest relative standing in that installation is separated first. These 
CCAs separated for lack of work during or upon completion of their term of 
appointment will be given a preference for reappointment ahead of other CCAs 
with less relative standing in the installation provided the need for hiring arises 
within 18 months of separation.

If you think you have TE time after September 29, 2007 that was not credited to 
your Relative Standing, call the union office and we will look into it.
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If You Are Injured On The Job

You are protected under the Federal Employees Compensation Act (FECA), 
which provides benefits for federal employees who are injured on duty. The Office 
of Workers Compensation Programs (OWCP) administers the FECA and has sole 
authority to award benefits. The FECA provides the right to medical care and 
wage – loss compensation for accepted injuries. The FECA grants an injured 
worker the right to choose his or her own doctor, and provides payment for all 
medical treatment that is necessary because of the accepted injury. Always report 
any injury immediately to your supervisor. When you report a traumatic injury 
(slip, trip, fall) which requires medical attention, the Postal Service must provide 
you with a CA-1 (Notice of Traumatic Injury, and a CA-16 (Authorization for 
Examination and /or Treatment. You must fill out the front side of the CA-1, It 
asks for personal data as well as information regarding the nature of the injury. 
Near the bottom of the CA-1, you will see a box to check for either Continuation 
of Pay (COP) or sick / annual leave. As a CCA, you do not earn sick leave and may 
not have enough annual leave to cover your absence. COP keeps you paid for up 
to 45 days of absence from work due to disability or medical appointments. There 
is a three day waiting period for payment of COP, but you can use any annual 
leave you have accrued to cover all or a portion of those three days. Initially 
the Postal Service may send you to “their” doctor for examination / evaluation, 
but you are not required to be treated by their doctor. FECA gives you the right 
to select a doctor of your choice. Your claim will not be accepted if you are not 
treated by a physician. Along with the CA-1, you should receive a CA-16 from 
your supervisor prior to being treated. Form CA-16 is the form used in traumatic 
injuries to authorize medical treatment and provide an initial medical report. 
The front of the CA-16 is completed and signed by management and guarantees 
payment by OWCP to the medical provider. The reverse side of the CA-16 is 
filled out by the treating physician, ensuring that OWCP immediately receives 
and reviews an initial report. Providing accurate, timely medical reports to OWCP 
is important in getting your claim accepted and your medical bills and wage – loss 
compensation paid. Never feel intimidated in exercising your rights when injured 
on the job. When you sign and submit a completed CA-1 to your supervisor, 
they are required to sign the receipt portion of the CA-1 and give it to you. This 
is important because the signed receipt will protect you in the event that OWCP 
later questions whether your claim of injury was timely submitted. See your Shop 
Steward if your supervisor fails to sign and provide the CA-1 receipt. In addition 
to the CA-1 receipt, the Postal Service is required to provide you with a complete 
copy of the CA-1 after it completes the reverse side. 

Protect yourself and take the time to review and ensure that all forms are 
accurate. Always get copies of completed forms, CA-1 and CA-16, as well as 
accident and medical reports. It is also a good idea to keep an up-to-date file of 
injury-related documents, it will help assist us in helping you. 

If you have any questions or need further assistance, please contact your 
union office.
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Upon reporting to your station you will have a 14 page City Letter Carrier OJT 
Trainee Task Checklist Booklet with you. At the station you will receive 24 hours 
(3 eight hour days) of training on the applicable 102 on-job tasks of a new city 
carrier listed in this booklet. The training will be conducted by a certified OJI (On 
the Job Instructor). If you have not  received this training  it is very important to 
see your shop steward or call the union office.

FLUsHINg – OJI’s
 
 
 OJI OJI sTATION

Keith Bates Manny Vanegas Corona
Jessica Fontanet Sylwia Nowakowski Elmhurst
Ron Oree Tom Ryan Fresh Meadows
Larry Figalora Monet Hargraves MPO
Steven Rogala William Gim Whitestone
Ruben Cabrera Ted Poncel Woodside
Owen Medford  Bayside
Victor Todzia Lisa Auletta Middle Village
Phil Khan Selwyn Sukhu Kew Garden Hills
Tom Destafano Ivelis Medina Ridgewood
Sherryl Cox Yehnny Mendez Jackson Heights
Richard Dorta Rod Rogala Little Neck
Robert Pan Alba Franco College Point
Pete Baltusis Angela Pimentel Maspeth
Frank Vitobelo  Oakland Gardens
Dan Muentes Tyesha James Forest Hills
John Hart  Station “ A”
Lorson Ng  Linden Hill
Stefanie Kitson  Rego Park
Maurice Purdie Antonio Camerino East Elmhurst
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Health Benefits

If you are a 360-day CCA, you have the following three options:

1) You can choose self- only or self & family coverage in the USPS Noncareer 
Plan and receive a $125 contribution to the premium every two weeks.

2) As a NALC member, you can choose to become a member and select self & 
family coverage (not self-only) from the NALC Consumer Driven Plan or Value 
Option Plan and receive the $125 bi-weekly contribution from the USPS.

3) You can choose self-only or self & family coverage in any plan offered through 
the FEHB Program, but receive no contribution toward premium costs.

If you have not completed a 360-day period of service, you have only one plan 
option:

You can choose to enroll in USPS Noncareer plan (with either self-only or family 
coverage) and receive the $125 bi-weekly premium contribution from the Postal 
Service.

Please Note: There is currently a dispute between the USPS and the NALC 
concerning when a CCA becomes eligible to select enrollment in one of the NALC 
Consumer Driven Plans. If the NALC prevails in this dispute, you may also have 
the option in the future to choose self & family coverage, under either version of 
the NALC Consumer Driven Plan or Value Option Plan. You will receive the $125
bi-weekly contribution from the USPS regardless of the CCAs length of service.

For more information on your Health Benefit options please refer to nalc.org 
website
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NOTEs:
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NOTEs:
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NOTEs:
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NOTEs:


